AC Man Houston Launches After Summer Maintenance Services

October 03, 2017

AC Man Houston, based in Houston, TX, has announced that they have launched their after summer AC maintenance services. A lot of people believe that, since summer is over and the air conditioner no longer has to be used, it doesn't have to be serviced. However, this can be a very costly mistake.

Don, the AC Man himself, says: "Letting your AC unit go without at least yearly maintenance can cost a home or business owner thousands of extra dollars, particularly if the repairs required become too expensive that it might be more advisable to buy a new one. Now that summer is over, the best time to have maintenance done is now. Your AC has just been working overtime, so if anything is going wrong with it, it will be visible now. And by running maintenance now, you can make sure that when the next summer comes along, you'll be able to switch it on and be assured that it will work."

AC Man Houston has long been known as the best Katy TX air conditioning company. This is because they offer very extensive services, working with both domestic and commercial clients. Furthermore, besides offering AC services, the company also works on furnace repairs. The company has also received numerous positive reviews. On their Facebook page, Elisa H.M. says: "Called late and came out ASAP. Fixed our A/C right away." Meanwhile, Shane L. also has positive things to say: "Honest work. Fast response. Right price. I have recommended Don to many friends. Always worth it."

The AC repair specialist also wants to work with the community itself, giving back to those who are most in need. They know that the fall season is the time when most people find out that a bit more work has to be done on their air conditioning than expected. Don adds: "We know that some people avoid maintenance because they worry about the inevitable repair bill. We tell them not to worry. We invite them to discuss things with us, and we have some finance options as well, if need be. We just want to make sure everybody in Houston is comfortable, particularly after the damage caused by Hurricane Harvey."